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Abstract

restrictions as the model is not dependent on the actual word,
but is trained on the videos of word utterance. The proposed
model was benchmarked on the publicly available standard
dataset, MIRACL-VC1 (Rekik, Ben-Hamadou, and Mahdi
2014), and a manually compiled dataset consisting of videos
from various smartphone cameras taken under varying conditions, the specifics of which are discussed in subsequent
sections.

Deep learning algorithms are widely used to extend modern
biometric authentication mechanisms in resource-constrained
environments like smartphones, providing ease-of-use and
user comfort, while maintaining a non-invasive nature. In this
paper, an alternative is proposed, that uses both facial recognition and the unique movements of that particular face while
uttering a password. The proposed model is language independent, the password doesn’t necessarily need to be a set of
meaningful words or numbers, and also, is a contact-less system. When evaluated on the standard MIRACL-VC1 dataset,
the proposed model achieved a testing accuracy of 98.1%,
underscoring its effectiveness.

Proposed Approach
For the experimental validation of the proposed methodology, the standard MIRACL-VC1 dataset was used. Each
training and testing sample in the dataset is a sequence of images of the person uttering a password. The images are first
passed through a Haar cascade face detector to crop out the
face regions, and the sequence is padded with white images
and resized to ensure uniformity while feeding it into VGGFace (Parkhi, Vedaldi, and Zisserman 2015). The manually
compiled dataset consists of videos that are first segmented
into images using a constant frame rate, after which padding
and resizing is applied. Each image is passed through the
pre-trained VGGFace model. This is done for each word
and for each person and reshaped to make it suitable for
feeding into the LSTM layer. A network of 4 LSTM layers
is employed, each consisting of 20 timesteps and an output
sigmoid layer for predicting probabilities. Once trained, this
model can determine if the input test video contains the correct person-word combination or not to authorise user. The
training is repeated for 5 different speakers, each speaking
7 different words. To avoid presenting results for only one
person-word combination and instead provide more comprehensive results, the model was trained in an iterative manner and tested on all possible combinations. The training set
provides 35 person-word (5 speakers X 7 words combinations, by assigning each word as a password. The collated
dataset consists of videos, each of 2 seconds duration. The
videos were obtained from different smartphone cameras.
They were captured under different lighting conditions, and
the languages used were different (English and Hindi).

Introduction
Facial authentication systems allow only authorised users
to access restricted systems, by verifying user’s identity
from the person’s digital image or a video frame. They
have gained widespread adoption over the past few years
primarily due to their contact-less/non-invasive nature and
ease of use. Another major milestone that further fueled the
development of facial recognition systems was the advent
of highly accurate deep learning models such as FaceNet
(Schroff, Kalenichenko, and Philbin 2015) and Baidu (Liu
et al. 2015), that have surpassed human performance. Despite such advancements, face recognition systems have
been shown to fail under perturbations and bad lighting, and
have often been bypassed by imposters using a photograph
of the authorized user to gain access. In view of these limitations, more dynamic models that are trained on lip movement patterns of the user as they utter a particular word were
introduced. These are much more secure when compared
to basic face recognition systems, while also being immune
to noisy environments. Such lip movement based password
systems (Liu and Cheung 2012) are however dependent on
the language and also to lighting conditions, and have thus
far failed to achieve the high accuracy requirements of authentication systems. In this paper, we propose a languageagnostic password based authentication model that captures
the temporal facial movement patterns of a person uttering
a particular password. It is not hindered by language bias or

Results and Discussion
To quantify AuthNet’s performance, a cross validation
dataset was prepared, that accounted for the various imposter cases available for the person-word combination,
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Metric
Sensitivity
Specificity
Accuracy
AUC Score
Equal Error Rate

MIRACL-VC1
0.998
0.969
0.981
0.990
0.023

Our Dataset
0.987
0.976
0.980
0.989
0.037

Table 2: Performance of proposed AuthNet model
smart devices. When evaluated on the standard MIRACLVC1 dataset, AuthNet achieved an accuracy of 98.1%, underscoring its effectiveness. The results obtained on a collated dataset gave good results even when trained with only
10 positive video samples, thereby demonstrating the realworld application of this system. It can function as an open
password system, as the model effectively classified the
same password being spoken by a different person and has
no language barrier, since the model is not aware of the language in which the password/phrase is being spoken. This is
an effective improvement of face recognition systems since
it is also a contact-less biometric system, which is becoming
increasingly important.

Figure 1: Variations in Features Extracted using VGGFace
Models
AuthNet (Proposed)
FaceNet+Gergen et al. (Gergen et al. 2016)
FaceNet+LipNet (Shillingford et al. 2019)

Accuracy
0.981
0.864
0.951

Table 1: Benchmarking AuthNet against State-of-the-art

namely, the authorised user saying a different word, an unauthorised user saying the correct password and an unauthorised user saying a different word. The different words spoken by the authorised user were also chosen such that they
are completely new and hence the capability of the model to
generalize to new person-word combinations is thoroughly
tested. The feature vectors variations extracted from VGGFace highlight the maximum difference between two people uttering the same word (Fig 1). There is also a significant
difference between two words being uttered by the same person, which enables the user to change his password as per his
choice. These differences also substantiate the uniqueness
of the way a person utters a word or a phrase, compared to
how other people may pronounce it. The VGGFace model
clearly extracts the required temporal difference and provides a good representation of the variation of facial features
across timesteps. This underscores the fact that the proposed
model is capable of handling imposters uttering the same
password, thus allowing it to be an open password system.
The performance of the proposed model with other hybrid
pipelines are demonstrated in Table 1. The performance of
the proposed model with other metrics are shown in Table 2.
The individual specificity errors for the different imposter
cases are as follows. The system denies the attacks from a
different person around 98% of the time, while it correctly
identifies a wrong password being spoken 94% of the time.
This indicates the model’s ability to act as an excellent defense mechanism against attacks by malicious entities.
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Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, AuthNet, a temporal facial movement based
authentication mechanism using 2-level CNN-RNN deep
neural models was presented. It is an end-to-end model that
is inherently language and domain agnostic and is a more
robust mechanism for authentication that can be used by
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